
Add Next-Generation Cyber 
Risk Management to Your 
Service Offerings



One Platform to Manage All Your Clients
10x Faster, 10x Better

Differentiate your cybersecurity and cyber risk portfolio with the world's most advanced
white-label risk management solution — Centraleyes.

Multi-Tenant Management

Leverage a single, unified 
dashboard for streamlined, 

responsive management and 
enhanced visibility into your 

entire client base

Smarter Reporting

Generate cutting-edge visual 
reports and analytics to provide 

detailed insights into your 
client’s risk profile and 

empower more intelligent, 
strategic decisions

Evaluation at Scale

Manage your clients more 
efficiently and effectively 
through automated data 
collection, remediation 

planning, and smart mapping 
to multiple frameworks



The Challenge:
A Hypercompetitive Security Solution Market

The managed IT services market has never been more competitive.

If you intend to stand out in the cyber risk sector as a MSSP, you cannot simply be good. You must be exceptional. 
You must focus on providing clients with the most intuitive, seamless risk management possible. 

That starts with finding the right software. 

Centraleyes:
Simplifying Cyber Risk Management
Advisory Services for MSSPs

Centraleyes makes it easy for you to manage your entire clientbase using one, centralized platform. Powered 
by advanced artificial intelligence and automation, Centraleyes provides an intuitive, sophisticated white-label 
risk management solution for both you and your clients. Stand out from other service providers with 
streamlined onboarding, cutting-edge data visualization, executive-level reporting, risk scoring, and more.



Onboard new companies in minutes and leverage the platform’s 50+ pre-loaded frameworks and automation 
capabilities. Rapidly apply intuitive risk scoring across multiple frameworks to all of your clients.

Onboard New Companies in Minutes

Save hundreds of hours 
onboarding new clients with a 

no-code deployment

Apply 50+ pre-loaded industry 
frameworks and standards

Quickly assess and score clients 
across multiple, relevant 

frameworks at scale

Centraleyes simplifies data collection and analysis. Save hundreds of hours by managing all of your 
assessments and reports for multiple third-parties in one cutting-edge, visual dashboard. Understand your 
client’s risk posture in real-time, track progress, and minimize their exposure to risk with automatically 
generated remediation steps and insights.   

Automate and Orchestrate All the Manual Work

Use Smart Questionnaires to 
map risk levels across multiple 

frameworks and industries

Ensure clients are continuously 
improving and empower 
clients with AI-powered 
remediation planning

Quantify, prioritize, and mitigate 
portfolio risks by creating and 

managing risk profiles through a 
centralized dashboard

Streamline Executive Level Reporting

Save resources using automated analysis and report tools that allow you to track progress over time. Maximize 
executive-level support with easily comprehensible reports that highlight cyber for each client. Break data 
down into visual reports that represent a client’s current state of affairs, bring executives up to speed and 
streamline the decision making process.

Automatically generate 
highly-visual, detailed, and 

customizable reports for 
your clients

Convert technical risk into 
business risk with quantifiable 

metrics and industry benchmarks 
that show empirical data trends

Leverage a cutting-edge visual 
dashboard that’s clear, easy to 

comprehend, and offers 
multiple layers of data



Single-Screen Management

Deploy Centraleyes to any client in just seconds using Smart Questionnaires.

Intuitive risk scoring and executive-level reporting .
.
High-level and granular management of each client via a centralized dashboard.

Built-in integrations with leading ITSM platforms like Tenable and ServiceNow.

Automatic creation and prioritization of remediation tasks.

Exercise granular control of risks using a customizable risk register.

Set custom risk targets and deadlines at the individual, 
departmental, or organizational level.

Combine real-time snapshots with historic data.

Measure progress via intuitive risk scoring.

Apply your own branding to wrap Centraleyes into an
existing portfolio.

All Centraleyes features available at a single price.

Operate at any scale with industry-leading infrastructure.

Streamlined Remediation

Leverage both real-time and historic data when evaluating progress/status.

Assign and monitor cyber protection scores across multiple domains (administrative, technological, physical, etc.).

Automate orchestration and analysis with executive-level reporting.

Data Benchmarking

Seamless Integration

Compliance, Simplified



Learn more at www.centraleyes.com

Centraleyes is the industry’s latest, most advanced cloud-based integrated cyber risk
management platform. Centraleyes gives organizations the unparalleled ability to automate
and orchestrate their entire cyber risk and compliance processes. Centraleyes provides an
exceptional ability to see, understand, and react to cyber risks in a dynamic and effective
way. Organizations that deploy Centraleyes save time and resources, and increase their cyber
resilience in a world of ever-evolving risks. It is truly cyber risk management reimagined.

 www.centraleyes.com   |   info@centraleyes.com


